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Abstract. We performed a series of direct N-body simulations with the aim to follow the
dynamical evolution of a galaxy cluster (GC) (Mclus ' 1014 M) in different environment. The
results show the formation of heavy sub-structures in the cluster centre in consequence of mul-
tiple merging among the innermost galaxies. Moreover we investigate the dynamics of super-
massive black holes (SMBHs) residing in the centre of galaxies that form the most massive
sub-structure.
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1. Introduction
The innermost regions of galaxy cluster are
good laboratories to study merging among
galaxies that move, due to dynamical friction,
within their host cluster. In this way they can
reach GC core and they can collide and merge
each other, driving eventually the formation of
a central elliptical galaxy through galactic can-
nibalism (Ostriker & Hausman 1977). Using
a modified version of a direct N-body code
HiGPUs (Capuzzo-Dolcetta, Spera & Punzo
2013), we simulated a galaxy cluster with a
mass Mclu ' 1014M composed of 240 galax-
ies, modelled according to a Dehnen profile
and distribuited as a King profile. We per-
formed several simulation studying the dynam-
ical evolution of GC in presence of external
potentials, investigating how the presence of
different environments can modify the struc-
tural properties of GC (Donnari, Arca-Sedda
& Merafina 2016). The action of dynamical
friction (df) (Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta
2014) leads to a concentrations of heavy galax-
ies in the GC centre thus allow them to easly
merge. We found that a central massive struc-
tures (MCS) forms, in all models, over a time-
scale of about 3 Gyr.
Although the assumption that the major-
ity of galaxies host at their centres SMBHs
is widely accepted, it is not well clear how
they interact during multiple galaxy mergings.
Because of this, with a modified version of a
direct N-body code that include the algorith-
mic regularization (AR) scheme, we investi-
gate the evolution of SMBHs contained within
the merging galaxies.
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Fig. 1. Some snapshots of the massive central system assembly.
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Fig. 2. SMBHs velocities as a function of distance
to the MCS centre. Open circles are the escaping
SMBHs, the curve represents the MCS escape ve-
locity.
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Fig. 3. Mass of the SMBHs that move within 10
kpc from the centre of the central structure.
2. Results and conclusions
Our outcomes show that 21 galaxies reach the
GC core within 5 Gyr, driving the formation of
a sub-structure (Fig. 1) with a mass MMCS =
7×1012M, nearly 8% of the mass of the whole
GC, quite close to the observed values. In or-
der to investigate the evolution of a popula-
tion of SMBHs, we assume that each merg-
ing galaxy can hosts a SMBH in its centre.
Their masses are assigned by using the relation
MS MBH ' 2.4×10−3Mgal. Since the AR scheme
is required only when the SMBHs are at dis-
tance of 10-100 pc, we simulated their evolu-
tion using a semi-analytical model discussed in
Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta (2014) and
Arca-Sedda (2016), over a time scale of 7.8
Gyr. Results show that 12 SMBHs leave the
system with a velocity v = 1000 ÷ 3000 km/s
(Miki et al., 2014) (Fig. 2) . On the other hand,
4 SMBHs evolve, collide and merge, leading to
the formation of a final hole with mass M f inalBH =
5 × 109M (Fig. 3). It is important to stress
that this result is around 1.5 × 10−3 times the
host mass, close to the observed correlation be-
tween SMBHs and their host masses, suggest-
ing that this relation can be regulated by galaxy
merging and SMBH interactions.
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